SPEED LIMITER
FOR ROAD SAFETY
Model:2.1
Manufacturer: Hustle Yangu Limited

1. SPEED LIMITER.


Limiting the speed of your vehicle when the preset maximum speed is reached



Tracking capabilities.



Alerts when at a speed of 5% less than the preset speed



Geo fencing speed limitation. i.e. when in a specific area, an automatic speed
limit is enforced.

2. TAMPER PROOF
The HG 2.1 is completely tamper proof.
In the event of attempted tampering, a
violation notification will be sent out
and the speed of the vehicle will be automatically reduced to 40 KM/H

3. VIOLATIONS ALARM .
An alarm will be transmitted to the platform in
the event of: over speeding, disconnection,
attempted tampering or fatigue driving.

4. E-MAIL AND SMS ALERTS.
Any loss of signal between the device and the
storage system for more than 5 minutes will
automatically alert the administrators via
email.
SMS (text) notifications are sent out when the
car over speeds.

5. REAL TIME FLEET TRACKING.
An administrator can view the current location and trajectory of the vehicle

6. PRINTABLE SPEED RECORDS
The Speed Governor can be connected to an external portable
printer or a computer to view recorded speeds


Over speeding can be printed-out within the last one hour



The portable printer requires special access hence it prevents drivers from printing



Speed violations can be printable alone

7. USB AND BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY

The Speed governor can be connected to
portable printers or computers through
a USB cable and to mobile phones via
Bluetooth

8. A 72-HOUR DATA STORAGE
Data is recorded in intervals of 5 seconds and stored for up to 30 days

A recorded sample

Speed Report in PDF

ABOUT US.
Hustle Yangu is a company located in Kenya. We deal and install the modern
speed governors as mandated by the new transport laws. We are approved
by National Transport and Safety Authority (NTSA), Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS), Communications Authority (CA) and The Chief Mechanical
Transport Engineer (CMTE)

CONTACT US.
Ngong Road Office:
P.O Box 5710 - 00200 Nairobi
Dagoretti Corner, Off Ngong Road

Email: info@hustleyangultd.com
Telephone 1:

+254 703 121 121

Telephone 2:

+254 735 121 121

Mobile:

+254 722 959 015

